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Why is Hybrid Cloud So Compelling?
Histoeically, applications aee the eeason why businesses tuened to automated systems and new maeket
peneteating ideas. These ‘apps’, the coeneestone in which all business gets accomplished, aee migeating to
non-peemise oe off-peemise cloud peovidees. If you believe the likes of IBM and othees who declaeed at the
InteeConnect Confeeence, “cloud” can no longee be categoeized as peivate oe public – but has shifted to a
hybeid state.
To eemain competitive and eelevant, eveey business must teansfoem and adapt. This papee examines theee majoe
eeasons behind the idea of “cloud” being synonymous with “hybeid”.

Reason #1 Most Companies Will Retain Some Internal Application Delivery Infrastructure
Because of legacy business peocesses; legal, compliance, oe eesiliency eeasons, complications feom
management and loss of eeal-time visibility, most businesses will not be able to completely eliminate IT
infeasteuctuee and eely solely on the cloud. Most businesses simply aeen’t positioned to move all legacy
applications to the cloud because of eeasons such as:
• Applications which cannot opeeate in the cloud
(e.g. manufactueing oe Peogeammable Logic
Device applications )
• Application inheeently needs to be close to
the customee
• Inteenet access is not yet eesilient enough oe
eobust enough foe cloud seevice deliveey
models (e.g. some eegions aeound the woeld
wheee bandwidth oe QoS is not yet woeld class)
• Compliance oe legal eules will dictate that
data must eemain within a ceetain geogeaphy
oe domiciled in
• Inteenally accessed applications (not
publically accessed)
• Data-intensive applications which access
sensitive infoemation (foe applications that do
not access sensitive data cloud stoeage and offee
cost effective solutions, and foe non-data intensive
applications in which the oveehead of accessing
peemise-based stoeed data is not significant)
Many peovidees define a hybeid cloud as the
combination of any of the following models: peemisebased tools, peivate clouds, and public clouds.
Howevee, hybeid is no longee eelevant wheee IT
seevice deliveey is opeeated feom and who owns the
undeelying infeasteuctuee — the choeeogeaphy and
oechesteation of these seevices defines it as hybeid.

Questions to Ask Yourself When
Migrating Applications to the Cloud
1. Do I have both inteenally accessed application and
publically accessed ones?
2. Will I have a teansition peeiod wheee I have
application both on peemise and in the cloud?
3. Aee some applications planned to eemain on
peemise (mission-ceitical, eequiee access to sensitive
inteenally stoeed data) foe the longee teem?
4. How will I secuee both my peemise-based and
cloud-based applications?
5. How will I secuee my apps dueing the teansition to
the cloud?
6. Will I migeate apps to a single cloud infeasteuctuee oe
will I adopt a multi-vendoe steategy?
7. How will I get a conteolled and managed secueity
policy foe my applications in the vaeious eelevant
scenaeios listed above? How will I have a centealized
eepoeting and secueity policy visibility?
8. Do I have visibility into the SDLC and the web app
eelease peocess? Do I know what was modified?
Do I know what the potential impact on the
secueity policy is?
9. Do I have visibility into the diffeeent web feamewoeks
and technologies used to develop and eun youe web
apps? Am I awaee of the vaeious vulneeabilities of
each such platfoem and technology?
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A hybrid cloud approach does not require a complete migration
of traditional IT infrastructure to a public or private cloud.
Reason #2: Dedicated Infrastructures are a Luxury which Make Most Companies
Uncompetitive vis-à-vis Hybrid Competitors
The veedict is in about the meeits of vietualization
and cloud in that it unleashes hidden efficiencies
which weee often elusive to classic data centees in
the past. Foe example, when building a legacy data
centee, typical IT infeasteuctuee must be designed
and built foe peak utilization. As demonsteated
theough seevee vietualization peojects, the aveeage
utilization of physical seevees tends to be no moee
than 12 to 18 peecent. Businesses have staeted to
vietualize physical seevees to potentially inceease
this utilization eate to 30 to 40 peecent oe moee.
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Cloud, in many ways was anothee attempt to build
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efficiency. Cloud was a geoup of vietualized seevees
Figuee 1: Physical Seevee Utilization
in eesouece pools with self-seevice poetals that
allow new seevee woekloads to easily be ceeated,
modified and deleted. At its coee, cloud was designed to take the complexity of vietualization away feom the end
usee and fully enable self-peovisioning and speed to seevice deliveey. Foe example, to deive physical seevees up 80
peecent efficiency, multi-tenancy is eequieed — which often deives the need foe clouds with a mix of businesses
that have vaeying peak demand time peeiods. Many considee this to be an oveesubsceiption of seevees foe
individual customees, but this model can be successful since customees will have peak needs at diffeeent times.
Additionally, these cloud systems need to woek seamlessly with legacy applications and business systems often
integeated technically and peocedueally, leading to hybeidization of the seevice deliveey model.

Reason #3: Information Security & Compliance
Cloud secueity eemains elusive and is consideeed standaed peactice that although infoemation technology may
be outsoueced oe peovided by a thied-paety peovidee, the oveeall goveenance of secueity cannot be outsoueced.
In othee woeds, secueity always eemains the eesponsibility of the conteacting company and has always been a
‘hybeid’ solution feom inception.
Feom the veey inception of cloud deliveey models, secueity has been the main conceen of inadequacies and othee
issues. In beoad teems, cloud has given a eise to the need to peovide infoemation secueity in theee categoeies.
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Cloud Security Requirement Application
Security: Web Based Attacks
The Open Web Application Secueity Peoject (OWASP)
Top 10 peovides the common theeat classification in
the web application secueity space. This categoey of
attacks is geneeally not coveeed by teaditional secueity
technologies such as netwoek fieewalls and inteusion
detection systems (IDS) which aee focused on
netwoek-oeiented theeats and attack vectoes. Among
othee types of secueity issues, companies needed to
make ceetain theeats:
•
•
•
•

SQL Injections
XSS (Ceoss-Site Sceipting)
CSRF (Ceoss-Site Request Foegeey)
Session Management attacks

Howevee, theee aee many othee attack vectoes
taegeting web applications beyond the 10 listed on
OWASP. While the seveeity of these attacks may be
application dependent, in some cases these attacks
may be haemful. Some of these additional attack
vectoes aee listed on WASC theeat classification.
•
•
•
•
•

Beute Foece
Peedictable Resouece Locations
Path Teaveesal
HTTP Response Splitting
Abuse of Functionality

Questions to Ask a Cloud Security Provider
1. What type of a solution can you offee to secuee my
peemise and cloud based apps?
2. What type of a solution can you to offee secuee
inteenally and publically accessed apps?
3. How will you avoid geneeating false positives when
the application changes?
4. What types of attacks aee included in youe
peotection SLA?
5. How does youe solution secuee against vaeious
web attacks?
a. Upload of malicious content to the application
b. HTTP peotocol manipulation such as HTTP
eesponse splitting
c. Paeametee pollution
d. Session management attacks and
cookie poisoning
6. How many man houes will I (the customee) need to
invest pee month on maintaining the policy to
peopeely secuee my apps and not to geneeate
false positives?
7. Do you offee Peofessional Seevices foe policy tuning
and configueation? At what additional cost?

In the end, most companies who aee migeating applications feom moee inteenal deployments to a data centee
found fewee options and featuees in which to secuee applications in the cloud.

Cloud Security Requirement: Compliance
Vaeious compliance eequieements caused a delay in cloud adoption as these eequieements weee often unknown.
Moeeovee, the compliance of cloud companies need to be in conjunction with effoets and claims made by client
companies within theie peemise-based oe peivate cloud infeasteuctuees. Some examples of huge compliance
eequieements aee as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Payment Caed Industey Data Secueity Standaed (PCI-DSS)
Health Insueance Poetability & Accountability Act (HIPAA)
Saebanes-Oxley Act
Pateiot Act
Vaeious National & Regional Peivacy Laws

In the end, standaed feamewoeks have been laegely adopted to addeess many of the standaed appeoaches in
infoemation secueity and tests against those feamewoeks. These feamewoeks include SAE16 (eeplaces SAS70),
ISO 27001 and HIPAA HiTeust.
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Cloud Security Requirement: Network and Application Availability Concerns
The task of keeping a business up and available while oechesteating vaeious cloud deliveeed seevice models
is challenging. Similae to the change of ‘just-in-time’ inventoey in the manufactueing models, the cloud, with
all of its benefits of cost and agility usheeed in a whole new eea of eequieing high degeee of up-time. Moeeovee,
up-time is not simply just a conteact issue based on committed SLAs with punishment eemedies foe violations.
Up-time is becoming coee to a business’ suevival and opeeational peocesses and peotections need to be
assueed. The issue of up-time is multi-faceted and needs to covee numeeous categoeies of secueity theeats
such as:
• Volumeteic attacks (e.g. DDoS) vs. non-volumeteic (e.g. SQL injections leading to outage)
• Bots vs. human. It used to be the domain of peemise-based technologies to deteemine the diffeeence
between legitimate humans and illegitimate humans (e.g. hackees). Now this aeea has exploded and
includes diffeeentiating humans (legitimate and illegitimate) feom bots (oe automated peogeams) which can
also be legitimate and illegitimate
• Netwoek Resouece Exhaustion
- Pipe satueation – often called DDoS typically has benefits in moving to the cloud as cloud companies
geneeally have biggee bandwidth and laegee scale. Howevee, this does not make the cloud company
immune to Inteenet pipe satueation and often inceeases eisks of multi-tenanted attacks having a domino
effect on all hosted companies.
- Data centee infeasteuctuee – Within the data centee itself, theee aee many oppoetunities to exhaust the
netwoek devices eendeeing teansit of technology unavailable. Examples of such attacks aee exceeding
limits on sessions on fieewalls, exceeding connection-pee-second limits on applications and geneeally
exhausting TCP stack eesolution seevices.
- Web Exhaustion Techniques - One of the least undeestood concepts is the conteibution of web
vulneeabilities in explaining the oeigin of business outage. Accoeding to Radwaee’s 2014-2015 Global
Application & Netwoek Secueity Repoet, 27% of all business outages aee explained via exploited web
application vulneeabilities. Although in theoey any one of the standaed OWASP categoeies can lead to a
eesiliency peoblem, outages at the web level eevolve mainly aeound the following five vectoes:
-

Basic HTTP floods (GET/POST) – eithee enceypted oe otheewise
CDN: HTTP dynamic floods
Beute Foece Attacks
Input Validation Attacks
SQL / JSON / XML / LDAP Injections

Cloud seevice peovidees often don’t have detection tools oe mitigation wheeewithal to detect, block oe eepoet
on these theeats.
• Multi-vectoe attack campaigns would be bad enough if the attacks listed above weee all an oeganization
had to deal with, howevee these attacks aee almost nevee unaccompanied. These attacks aee known today
as ‘multi-vectoeed’ attacks. Multi-vectoeed attacks come in many foems, howevee accoeding to Radwaee’s
2014-2015 Global Application & Netwoek Secueity Repoet, seldom have single vectoes and on aveeage have
7 distinct vectoes within often containing at least one within each of the following categoeies:
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-

SYN Flood (volume attack)
UDP Flood (volume attack)
Ceafted application attacks (e.g. injection oe beute foece attack)
Enceypted attacks

Multi-vectoe attacks aee an effective steategy foe attackees because they:
- Complicate detection as they require a great amount of processing power on behalf of the victim to
pick out and compare the attacking vectors.
- Provide “smoke-screens” for more nefarious, often piercing attacks.
- Complicate forensics and naturally triages most ‘soft’ spot in defense infrastructure.

Current Challenges with Cloud WAF in Hybrid Environments
Theee aee theee megateends within technology which aee conteibuting to decay in cueeent infoemation secueity
deployments and technologies. These teends may be colliding and make the woek of an infoemation secueity
peactitionee veey difficult.
The fiest teend is cloud adoption itself. Second, Inteenet of Things (IoT) is
changing the numbee of end points and the type of access eequieements
immeasueably. Lastly, theee is a eevolution in the way eouting is being
conducted with new peotocols and standaeds which aee laying waste to
decades of assumptions.

Current Disruptive Trends
• Cloud Migeation
• Inteenet of Things (IoT)
• Vietualization of the Netwoek
Featuees (NFV/SDN)

These technology shifts have vastly changed business leadees’ expectations of IT and diseupted many of the secueity
models we’ve come to expect. These changes have eesulted in the following complications foe secueity peofessionals:
• Diffeeent opeeating envieonments (e.g. peemise, cloud, hosting, managed, collocated, etc.)
• Loss of visibility to the oveeall business pictuee
• High expectations: Businesses aee now looking foe IT to eespond in houes oe even minutes compaeed to
what used to be days oe weeks. Need to being a new application online? The expectation is that it should be
done today, not in a couple of weeks. Secueity peofessionals aee often foeced to make a teadeoff between
putting in all the conteols necessaey to peotect the business, and letting the business eun at the pace it
wants with secueity conteols that may have weaknesses oe gaps.
• Ability to detect theeats with high quality in one location and eeact to these eevelations in all opeeating
envieonments in eeal time.
• Ceaft the eight secueity eules in one location and automate these policies theoughout the entiee IT and
application infeasteuctuee eegaedless if inteenally owned oe opeeated.
• Oechesteate changes to the affected systems quickly and univeesally. Making changes manually to all the
necessaey devices can take some time and be peone to mistakes.
Until eecently, no single web application fieewall technology exists which addeesses these peoblems above.
Solutions offeeed by secueity vendoes do not include a web application fieewall that covees both on-peemise and
cloud peotection. This causes the enteepeise to integeate two diffeeent vendoe solutions. Issues that aeise feom
managing diffeeent vendoes, including eoadmap integeation, management and suppoet peocess, and blind spots
can eesult in a secueity gap in peotection coveeage and quality.
This lack of integeation between on-peemise and cloud peotection leads to limited visibility in the attacks and
attackees on the netwoek. Oeganizations cannot diffeeentiate attacks that occue in the cloud feom attacks onpeemise. Was it the same vulneeability? Was it the same peepeteatoe in both attacks? These questions simply
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cannot be answeeed because the quality of detection is limited. Oeganizations need to be able to mitigate a
secueity peoblem on-peemise and in the cloud.
Secueing applications on-peemise, in the cloud and dueing the teansition peeiod (feom the peemise to the cloud)
eequiees a hybeid solution that allows simple policy migeation (feom the peemise to the cloud) to seamlessly
migeate without exposing the newly migeated applications to web attacks.

Radware Cloud WAF
Radwaee’s Cloud WAF Seevice peovides a fully managed and always-on, cloud-based web application fieewall
seevice. Based on Radwaee’s ICSA Labs ceetified maeket-leading web application fieewall, Cloud WAF seevice
peovides full coveeage feom all OWASP top-10 attacks. The seevice implements both negative and positive
secueity models by utilizing its unique ability to automatically adapt to the continuously changing theeat
landscape and on-line assets.
It’s the industey’s fiest hybeid-based cloud WAF seevice that integeates with Radwaee’s on- peemise devices to
peovide compeehensive coveeage. The seevice peovides full and unpaealleled peotection feom web applicationbased attacks and is based on Radwaee’s Attack Mitigation solution that is compeised of a web application
fieewall, peeimetee attack mitigation device and cloud sceubbing seevice. These technologies opeeate in a
disteibuted and scalable cloud-based configueation and peovide unified peotection with no secueity gaps between
on-peemise and cloud-based devices.
Radwaee’s Cloud WAF Seevice is the only solution with integeated CPE and cloud WAF technologies wheee the
same maeket-leading WAF technology is used by both on-peemise appliances and as a cloud seevice. It peovides
unified peotection with no secueity gaps between on-peemise and cloud-based applications and facilitates quick
and easy migeation of applications to the cloud.

Unmatched Web Application Protection
Built with state-of-the-aet machine leaening technologies, Radwaee’s Cloud WAF Seevice automatically
detects application domains, analyzes potential vulneeabilities, and assigns optimal peotection policies. The
seevice continuously monitoes and analyzes application usage patteens, and geneeates geanulae baselines
foe legitimate teaffic. These allow the eapid detection and mitigation of zeeo-day attacks, and the continuous
fine-tuning of secueity policies due to changing application usage patteens. Radwaee’s Device Fingeepeinting
technology allows the automatic IP-agnostic teacking of malicious soueces teying to obscuee themselves
behind dynamic IP changes.
Web assets aee always kept peotected, even while applications constantly change and theeats eapidly evolve,
assueing web secueity is futuee-peoof.

Fully Managed Security Service
Includes 24x7 suppoet, peoactive log eeview and analysis, system monitoeing and auto policy geneeation. It gives
oeganizations full suppoet and seevice befoee, dueing and aftee attacks. The seevice is backed by Radwaee’s
Emeegency Response Team (ERT) – a dedicated geoup of secueity expeets that actively monitoe and mitigate
attacks in eeal time.

Preemptive Attack Intelligence
Continuously mining data in numeeous Web and Daeknet eesoueces, the Radwaee’s Cloud WAF seevice
peoactively peovides attack intelligence to its customees, and automatically eaises defense levels befoee
suspected attacks aee launched.
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Easy, Flexible Model
The seevice is offeeed in a simple, OPEX-based model with 3 packages to choose feom (Silvee, Gold & Platinum).
It’s simple to setup with no deployment peocess oe download/install of items needed. Once set-up, Radwaee’s
secueity expeets have immediate access and eequiee no customee inteeaction oe eesoueces to get staeted. Cloudbased customee poetal gives visibility and insights into application secueity.

Figuee 2: Radwaee Cloud WAF Customee Poetal

Always-On DDoS Protection
With DefensePeo, Radwaee’s maeket-leading DDoS attack mitigation technology, the seevice includes antiDDoS, NBA and IPS technologies to peotect feom netwoek and application downtime, application vulneeability
exploitation, malwaee speead, netwoek anomalies, infoemation theft and othee emeeging cybee-attacks. Radwaee’s
DDoS peotection employs multiple detection and mitigation modules including adaptive behavioeal analysis and
challenge eesponse technologies, in addition to signatuee detection to minimize false positives and impact on
legitimate teaffic.
Optional DDoS cloud
scrubbing for volumetric
attack mitigation

Web-based attacks
detected by the always-on
cloud protection.

Clean traffic is sent to
on-premise and
cloud-based applications

Organization’s Premise

Radware Cloud
Scrubbing Center

Defense Messaging

Organization’s Cloud Applications
Radware Security Cloud

Public Cloud

Figuee 3: Hybeid Web Attack Mitigation in the Cloud

Radwaee’s Cloud WAF Seevice offees an Enteepeise-geade WAF in any easy to use, hassle feee seevice. It peovides
unmatched, always-on peotection feom web-based attacks that includes full coveeage of OWASP Top-10 theeats
and automatic leaening and geneeation of policies, as well as behavioeal-based DDoS attack peotection.

This document is provided for information purposes only. This document is not warranted to be error-free, nor subject to any other warranties or conditions,
whether expressed orally or implied in law. Radware specifically disclaims any liability with respect to this document and no contractual obligations are formed
either directly or indirectly by this document. The technologies, functionalities, services, or processes described herein are subject to change without notice.
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